
Project 3 – Animals Around the World 
 
 

● How do human and physical characteristics impact on different species and how they 
adapt to a specific geographical region? Locate areas on a map and identify their 
physical features. Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography. Explain 
why certain animals are found in particular areas. 

● You will receive daily tasks in English, Mathematics and a Foundation subject with 
more detailed resources and instructions. Please see the timetable below which gives 
you an overview on what to expect.  

● You should continue to read daily and discuss your reading with an adult. 
● Continue to practise rapid recall of times tables. 
● Don’t forget: You also have logins for MyMaths, TTRockstars and Bugclub. 

	
It’s up to you what works best in scheduling and completing assignments.  
You could focus on one subject over a day or couple of days or spend 30 mins or so on an area 
in a day.  
 

 
 
 
 



English – Week 1 
 
Book Review: 
Choose a book you have read at home, a book from Bugclub or a free 
audio book from www.worldbookday.com to write a book review about.  
 
Think about what you have enjoyed about the book. This could be the 
language used, the description, the suspense, the genre and the 
characters. Perhaps, you enjoyed the events that happened.  
 
If you didn’t enjoy the book, think about why you didn’t. Was it boring? 
What didn’t you like about it? 
 
Blurb for a Book: 
Write a blurb for a book by looking at the front cover which will be given to you on Google 
Classrooms.  
 
A blurb gives the readers an insight to what the story is about. It grips the reader without 
giving away too much of the story and makes readers want to find out more.  
 
Writing a book review tips 
https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=Xfm3lhIVCQQ  

 

Writing a book review tips 
https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=kL5v8Udvbrk  

 
Layouts of book reviews – You can add pictures, a presentation or a video orally giving your 
book review and post it.  
	

     

	



 
 
English – Week 2 
 
Description: 
Write a description of a Golden Eagle from watching a video that will be uploaded on Google 
Classrooms. 
 

          
	
 
 
Think about what grammar we use to write descriptions.  
First watch the video and create a list of words to use in sentences for a description.  
adjectives, verbs, how adverbs, prepositions and personification.  
 
How to describe things 
https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=mwGWs-f6Mew  

 
 
 
 
 
 

How to describe a person which has useful 
tips for describing a golden eagle 
https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=a-qeFD0aWEg  

 
 
 



https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=KNOnS8fesq8  

 
 
To widen vocabulary, looking and exploring synonyms is a great way to expand writing.  
See link below to help. But don’t use synonyms that you don’t understand or are not 
appropriate. It is a learning process that you will get used to when using synonyms.  
 
https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/huge?s=t  
 
 
Maths – Week 1 
 
Multiplications: 
A week’s focus on multiplications exploring patterns and 
strategies to solve multiplications up to 12 x 12 
Solving missing number multiplications, knowing multiples 
of numbers and problem-solving challenges as an option.  
 
 
 
Multiplication songs 
Mr. Demai has a fabulous playlist on you tube of 
multiplication songs using the beats and music 
from pop songs. You can subscribe for free.  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= 
9XzfQUXqiYY&list=PLb7Q5jsm9eh 
_fdDPQmVpyp4XRu-raUbHc  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Understanding multiplication, groups of 
and tips and tricks 
 
https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=eW2dRLyoyds  
 

 

	

	



Understanding a multiplication grid 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6ajLh0isG8  

 
 
SPaG (Spelling, Grammar and Punctuation) 
 

   
 

 

Find below year3/4 spellings to practise.  
 
As mentioned previously there are numerous games 
you can play to practise these spellings. 
 
articulate, scrabble, hangman, create a wordsearch 
at home for someone to complete, make a crossword 
puzzle for someone to complete at home or charades	



 
Grammar and Spelling Games 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-
games/7-11-years/spelling-and-grammar  

 

Strategies and ideas for spelling activities 
https://www.theschoolrun.com/english/spelling  

 

Maths – Week 2 
 
Capacity: 
A week’s focus on revisiting and expanding on capacity.  
Measuring capacity and activities which you can do at 
home.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is capacity? 
https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=GKCE8ohIBqE  

 

Finding capacity 
https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=zF3JSnEq7tU  

 

 
Maths is fun website is good for explaining maths concepts in a simple and easy way.  
You can navigate using the tabs.  
https://www.mathsisfun.com/  

 
 
 
 
 

	



Science 
Skeletons:  
We will be exploring human skeletons and   
the questions below. 
 
What is the role of our skeleton?  
What does our skeleton look like? 
What bones make up our skeleton?  
How are the bones connected and move? 
 
Draw a skeleton or make one using tissues, paper, 
sellotape, pasta, cue tips or straws. 
 

Pasta skeleton                         step by step draw a skeleton 

 

Parts of the skeleton 
https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=2k6H2Vnn3o4  

 

Cue tip skeleton                       Toilet rolls  

										  

Job of the skeleton 
https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=vRuh9aBwUdM  

 

 
We will also be exploring what animals do not have a skeleton. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=FkM72jP8rbo		
	
	



Geography 
 
Human and physical characteristics of habitats: 
 
How do human and physical characteristics impact on different species and how they adapt 
to a specific geographical region? Locate areas on a map and identify their physical features. 
Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography. Explain why certain animals are 
found in particular areas. 
 
● Find some facts about where Golden Eagles live. 
● Would you see a Golden Eagle on a local walk? Why 

not? 
Brainstorm your ideas. 
● Locate Scotland on a map of the UK. 

What physical features can you see?   
 
How big is a Golden Eagle? How much does one weigh? What do they eat? What other 
interesting facts can you find? 
 
Look at a map. Explore where different animals live. Why do they live in those continents? 
How do they survive there? 
 

 



Art 
 
Drawing, sketching, shading: 
 
Research who Andy Goldsworthy is. 
 
Draw a Golden Eagle using hatching, sketching and shading.  

          
 
 
Please do not feel restricted to only a pencil drawing. Be creative if you wish. Add colour, use 
different mediums together like paper, feathers or bits of colour paper scrunched up. Let 
your creative side out. 
 
Soil Painting: 
 

     
 
PSHE 
 
Learn a dance or follow Joe Wicks P.E lessons. 
Find out more about each other at home.  
What their favourite food is, what tv show they don’t like and why. 
 
We will post videos on Google Classroom to some dances, yoga and games that you can do at 
home if you wish.  

Challenging	guide		
https://www.youtube.com/	
watch?v=318Fv4dd5js		
	

easy	guide		
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=BOXnvqdu3Zk		
	
	

Mix	soil	and	water	to	create	
a	painting	of	an	eagle	or	
any	animal.		
Try	using	different	shades	
by	mixing	different	
amounts	of	water	with	the	
soil.		


